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	This is a list of Amiga related trademarks (both live and dead) registered in
the US and Europe, as of May 2016.

1.5 (20160501)  Both of Amiga Inc.'s "Amiga" trademarks in Germany have
                expired. They still own the EU mark "Amiga" though, which
                covers the entire EU territory.

                New trademark: "Amiga Case" has been registered in the Benelux
                (EU) by Jarno Smit

                In Germany, Maik Heinz filed for "Amiga Classix" to replace
                his expired "AMIGA CLASSIX" mark. Amiga Classix is a series of
                CD based game compilations for retro gamers

                Restructured the document to make it easier to browse, added a
                short introduction. simplified the entries in the "type"
                column â€“ they might not be 100% accurate anymore, but
"word"
                vs. "anything else" is more clear now.

1.4 (20150608)  Added lots of missing trademarks from various European
                countries. No remarkable additions, but we should be mostly
                complete now â€“ at least as far as the US and the EU is
                concerned. Switzerland, Canada etc. are next.

1.3 (20120706)  Minor update: missed one (dead) trademark in the US: "World
                of Amiga", registered by Commodore-Amiga Inc. in 1990,
                cancelled in 1998.

1.2 (20110925)  Amiga Inc. lost five US trademarks at once, due to not
                documenting their use in commerce or requesting a six-month
                extension of time to file a Statement of Use.

1.1 (20110503)  Now that the trademark dispute between Cloanto and Amiga Inc.
                is over, the US marks AMIGA FOREVER and WORKBENCH are
                officially owned by Cloanto. Also fixed a few typos						
								
1.0 (20110426)  First public release. The source document (a spreadsheet in
                OpenDocument format) is available on request.						
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